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Key findings 

 

• The walkover of the Rede between Otterburn and East Woodburn 

revealed a significant lack of shallow riffle features and a predominance 

of slow, deep water.  

• Livestock access is a notable issue along the watercourse, creating 

obvious areas of erosion in addition to more subtle impacts upon 

vegetation abundance and diversity. A long history of such access and 

grazing pressure is almost certainly contributing to the distinct lack of 

trees along the reach and a corresponding paucity of woody material 

input and in-channel structure.  

• Even within fenced areas, livestock appear to be regularly gaining 

access. As such, planting appears to have been more successful where 

taller tree guards have been employed. This is not, however, a suitable 

mitigation for poorly maintained or inappropriate fencing. 
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1.0 Introduction 

This report is the output of a walkover on the River Rede, which is a major 

tributary of the River North Tyne. The visit was undertaken on the 17 August 

2018, on behalf of Groundworks North East and the Environment Agency, 

to provide a habitat assessment that will inform aspects of the Revitalising 

Redesdale project, including the proposed reinstatement of a bridleway ford 

crossing to replace the old Smoutel Ford (NY 89988 90159), which was 

destroyed by the extensive historic channel dredging.    

Normal convention is applied throughout this report with respect to bank 

identification, i.e. banks are designated left bank (LB) or right bank (RB) 

while looking downstream. The Ordnance Survey National Grid Reference 

system is used to identify specific locations and references to upstream and 

downstream are often abbreviated to u/s and d/s for convenience.  

The river was walked from the B6320 road bridge (NY 88840 92655) near 

Otterburn, d/s to the limit of a previous WTT advisory visit on the outskirts 

of East Woodburn (NY 90127 87425). Photographs taken during the 

walkover are geotagged to provide accurate locations and the names are 

auto-generated via the camera software. As such, the numbers may be out 

of sequence because some photographs do not appear in the final report. 

 

2.0 Catchment/Site Overview 

Under the Water Framework Directive, the waterbody (Rede from Bellshiel 

Bridge to N Tyne) is not classed as being a ‘Heavily Modified Waterbody’ 

(which is surprising considering the severe channel degradation in the 

section walked) and has been designated in good ecological status, being 

good or better for the parameters assessed. 

 

http://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB103023075320 

http://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB103023075320
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3.0 Habitat Assessment  

 
Photo DSCN4370. Looking d/s from the B6302 road bridge. An electric fence excludes 

livestock from the RB of the watercourse (NY 88840 92655 - NY 89183 92212). The first 

field on the LB has the remains of a buffer fence, with some signs of the benefit it once 

provided (areas of slightly improved vegetation diversity), but it is now completely 

ineffective in excluding livestock from the river (NY 88840 92655 - NY 89030 92629).   

 
Photo DSCN4376. The in-channel habitat immediately d/s of the bridge is of a relatively 

high quality, with two shallower gravel/cobble riffle areas interspersing the deeper pool 

and glide habitat. This may be owing to reduced dredging in the immediate vicinity of the 

bridge footings to reduce the risk of destabilising the bed.  
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Photo DSCN4374. Potential salmonid spawning substrate and high quality invertebrate 

habitat are evident within the first section of channel d/s of the bridge.  

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN4377. Within the RB buffer strip, diverse grasses, vegetation and tree 

regeneration is occurring (some natural and some planted). However, from ~170m d/s of 

the bridge, the in-channel habitat quality greatly reduces for rheophilic species. The 

channel becomes uniformly over-deep and flow diversity (particularly velocity) is severely 

lacking; this continues for several hundred metres. 
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Photo DSCN4378. The sheep grazing on the LB is of sufficient intensity to be creating 

notable areas of erosion.  

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN4384. Previously installed flow deflectors and willow shrubs narrow the 

channel at an already narrow cross-section and may create some limited flow diversity. 

However, these features cannot mitigate for the vital higher velocity, shallow riffle habitat 

that is so lacking within the reach; such habitat is vital for salmonid spawning, juvenile 

salmonids and invertebrates.  
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Photo DSCN4380. More deflectors and willows two bends further d/s do little to improve 

the massively over-capacity channel and lack of shallow water habitat and flow velocity. 

The fact that the deflectors are paired also limits their potential benefit. Alternating 

deflectors would create greater flow and habitat diversity, rather than confining any 

increased flow velocity to the centre of the channel (as occurs with paired deflectors).  

 
Photo DSCN4382. A discharge at NY 89116 92610 (suspected to be from the adjacent 

sewage treatment works) shows no obvious signs of enrichment/pollution at this time. 

Livestock are excluded from the LB in this area and the riparian habitat greatly improves, 

with a corresponding reduction in bank erosion (NY 89030 92629 - NY 89148 92573) but 

d/s this bank is un-buffered (NY 89148 92573 - NY 89370 92234). 
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Photo DSCN4389. At NY 89149 92380, the next shallower riffle area was observed, some 

450m d/s of the last similar feature. This feature provides high quality invertebrate and 

salmonid habitat, although grazing reduces the riparian habitat quality of the LB. 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN4392. Another riffle was observed d/s of the next bend – representative of a 

more natural pool and riffle/glide sequence and occurrence. Habitat in these faster sections 

is of a far higher quality for the river’s natural salmonid and invertebrate populations. Note 

the signs of bank slumping/readjustment, sheep scarring and reduced vegetation 

abundance and diversity of unfenced LB when compared to the fenced RB. 
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Photo DSCN4396. From NY 89183 92212 - NY 89529 91703, the RB fence is not being 

stock-proof, with greatly reduced plant species diversity and areas of sheep scarring 

(particularly around areas of bank adjustment). A flood-bank also adjoins the channel for 

much of the upper section, reducing the rivers connectivity with the RB floodplain and 

increasing flow energy within the channel. Note the long section of relatively featureless 

channel and lack of flow diversity. 

 
Photo DSCN4400. Around NY 89294 92217, a lift in the river bed creates some flow 

diversity and may represent early stages in the development of a more defined bed feature. 

This feature provides some improvement in habitat quality over the long sections of more 

uniform capacity, featureless channel and is likely to support older parr and adult trout.  
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Photo DSCN4406. The next field parcel d/s on the LB is subject to livestock access issues 

due to failed fencing (NY 89370 92234 - NY 89491 91873). Many of the scars in the bank 

are a result of bank slippage due to undercutting, but this will be exacerbated by livestock 

scarring. The lack of vegetation also inhibits bank stabilising/regrading. Field drains may 

be further aggravating the issues where they discharge by waterlogging of the ground.  

 
Photo DSCN4407. Clear signs of livestock browsing damage to trees planted on the RB 

(many trees nibbled off at guard height). Also note the poor species diversity of ground 

cover. This is likely to be a combination of the grazing history prior to buffer fencing and 

the continued pressure preventing regeneration (grasses, docks and thistles being some 

of the few types of vegetation that can persist alongside grazing). 
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Photo DSCN4411. At NY 89382 92034, another minor bed feature creates some flow 

diversity and habitat improvement, at least providing some gravel and shallow water 

habitat suitable for juvenile salmonids. Note the erosion in the background, right at the 

sensitive point of the outside bend.  

 

 

 
Photo DSCN4412. Coarse gravel observed at the feature creates good potential for 

salmonid spawning and demonstrates that some active sediment transport is occurring, 

even if that transport and supply is muted by the impact of past dredging. 
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Photo DSCN4414. The exacerbated erosion at the bend is clearly a result of livestock 

access within the buffer, although the access may have been afforded by slumping of the 

bank (NY 89385 91880). This highlights the great importance of allowing a sufficient buffer 

strip (and maintaining livestock exclusion), so that natural bank adjustment can occur 

without compromising the integrity of the fence. Note the scarring, highlighting the 

significant trampling now occurring in this area which will increase future erosion. 

 
Photo DSCN4417. The channel d/s of the shallows above is over-capacity and relatively 

featureless for ~300m d/s to the next defined riffle. Note the significant lack of trees, an 

issue observed throughout most of the walkover, that greatly limits the input of vital woody 

material and the habitats and natural processes it would otherwise support.  
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Photo DSCN4419. A change in channel character and lift in bed level creates some glide 

habitat u/s of the next riffle; however, the distinct lack of in-channel structure throughout 

this river reach greatly limits its value to fish, which will be subject to increased predation 

pressure due to the lack of cover. Note the clearly grazed banks on both sides of the river. 

 
Photo DSCN4424. For a short section from NY 89529 91703 - NY 89544 91716, the LB 

is buffered and a notable improvement in bank stability and riparian habitat quality results. 

This greatly complements an extended section of channel that, although appearing 

artificially straightened, does at least provide some riffle habitat, interspersed by deeper 

glides and pools that hae been facilitated by natural recovery (erosion and deposition). 

This area creates a haven for juvenile fish between the long sections of canal-like channel.  
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Photo DSCN4430. A field boundary on both banks marks a return to livestock access and 

overgrazing of the LB (NY 89544 91716 - NY 89802 91298). The RB is buffered from 

livestock and the bankside habitat improves, although the species composition would 

suggest that the vegetation has either not yet recovered or is still subject to periodic 

grazing (NY 89544 91716 - NY 89588 91376).  

 
Photo DSCN4432. Bank slumping and widening of the channel (LB) at NY 89558 91647 

has facilitated the deposition/retention of a valuable, finer gravel riffle. However, the lack 

of trees and woody material input throughout the reach leave a scarcity of in-channel 

structure that would ordinarily facilitate more of these discrete areas of erosion and 

deposition to develop other such features and improve the channel morphology. 
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Photo DSCN4435. Elodea sp. – a group (genus) of invasive, non-native pond weeds 

(around NY 89547 91637); this demonstrating the sluggish, pond-like character of much 

of the river section, indeed much of the River Rede.  

 

 

 
Photo DSCN4437. Potamogeton crispus, found at several locations within the river. This 

is another pond weed, but this one is at least native to the UK. The over deep sections of 

channel (combined with peaty-coloured water), may help limit the spread of these 

pondweeds which were predominantly observed in shallower but slower-flowing areas; 

however, diverse flow and more natural riverine habitat could provide some control.  
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Photo DSCN4443. An area protected by boggy ground on one side and a ditch on the 

other demonstrates the incredible diversity of vegetation that a healthy riverbank should 

support, without the long-term impact of sheep grazing. Contrast this with the severely 

limited plant diversity and erosion of the LB. Again, note the general lack of in-channel 

habitat and flow diversity (most of the surface disturbance is from the wind). 

 
Photo DSCN4447. From NY 89588 91376 – NY 90333 90599, the RB is ineffectively 

buffered by multi-strand, plain wire fencing. This fencing is poorly suited to excluding sheep 

from a riverbank, requiring regular maintenance – which is clearly not occurring as signs 

of sheep access were observed throughout this section. The apparent flow diversity in this 

picture is again only due to wind action on the practically stillwater section. 
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Photo DSCN4451. Taller guards in this area have better-protected the trees from sheep. 

The use of taller guards clearly increases the chances of tree survival should not be seen 

as an alternative to proper maintenance of buffer fencing as it still fails to address the 

prevention of natural tree regeneration and impoverished species richness of the bankside 

vegetation. 

 

 
Photo DSCN4452. Between NY 89802 91298 - NY 90073 91223, the impact of grazing of 

the LB appears to reduce somewhat, although this is suspected to be due to reduced stock 

density in the field, and possibly the legacy of the fence, which now appears to be in a poor 

state of repair. The uniform channel here provides poor salmonid habitat. 
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Photo DSCN4456. The LB in the next two fields d/s suffer significantly from cattle 

poaching (NY 90073 91223 - NY 90368 91099), and sheep grazing of the banks (NY 90368 

91099 - NY 90498 90766), respectively. The associated erosion of the banks and large 

volumes of fine sediment to be input to the river degrade substrate habitat, negatively 

upon freshwater pearl mussels (Margaritifera margaritifera), salmonids and invertebrates.  

 
Photo DSCN4458. In several areas of the channel, the lack of flow diversity and over-

capacity/low-energy channel, likely combined with large volumes of fine sediment/soil 

input are leading to significant encroachment of emergent vegetation, making this area 

more reminiscent of an over-dredged, lowland drain than a Northumberland river (NY 

90139 91140).  
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Photo DSCN4466. Taken at NY 90411 91027. As clearly depositional areas, these points 

could provide ideal locations for riffle reinstatement and, possibly, a crossing. Such 

features would also help to break up the incredibly long sections that are currently without 

coarse substrate features and would provide much-lacking juvenile salmonid and 

invertebrate habitat. 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN4470. The channel is so over-capacity in several areas that yellow lilies 

(Numphar lutea - another stillwater species) are also present in several locations, 

encroaching into the channel with no discernible impact upon flow velocity.  
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Photo DSCN4475. Another depositional area, narrowing and slight shallowing at NY 

90442 90734 creates a small improvement in habitat diversity within a very long, 

featureless channel section. This area could be enhanced as a habitat feature (or possibly 

crossing point). Enhancing these ‘recovering’ features would represent a net increase in 

river habitat, in contrast to altering existing higher quality habitat features which could 

lead to a net loss of higher quality habitat.  

 
Photo DSCN4479. On the LB, effective buffer fencing provides naturally high quality 

riparian habitat (NY 90498 90766 - NY 89860 89694). However, poaching and failure of 

the RB buffer strip is affording livestock access (NY 90333 90599 - NY 89829 89686), as 

are numerous gaps along the buffer fence which allow additional access. 
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Photo DSCN4483. The first coarse substrate feature, riffle and high quality juvenile 

salmonid habitat observed within ~2km of channel u/s (NY 90344 90397); the d/s end of 

which is the proposed location of the new ford crossing. This is the narrowest channel 

cross-section observed and too energetic as a fording point.  

 
Photo DSCN4484. The high gradient of this riffle, coarse substrate and associated high 

flow diversity provide high quality habitat for juvenile salmonids, particularly fry and parr, 

which rely upon shallow-water refuge away from the predation risk from larger fish in 

deeper water. Being subject to high, density-dependent mortality, the greater the 

availability of this habitat, the greater the number of juvenile salmonids that can produced.  
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Photo DSCN4487. The installation of an in-channel structure/crossing point could easily 

impact upon the flows and sediment regime that create the high quality habitat at this 

location.  

 
Photo DSCN4489. The impact of potential fine sediment input from erosion and sediment 

pathways created by the track and steep banks that would adjoin the ford should also be 

considered, with regard to the potential impact upon both salmonids and pearl mussel 

habitat. Creating/reinstating a bespoke feature at an alternative, currently degraded 

location with an easier (shallower) approach on either bank side would avoid the risk at 

this site and greatly mitigate any potential negative impacts from creation of a crossing as 

it would be a new feature.  
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Photo DSCN4494. A short distance d/s (NY 90291 90281), another riffle feature provides 

more of the generally lacking, diverse in-channel habitat which is nowhere near as 

extensive or diverse as the proposed ford crossing point but valuable habitat nonetheless. 

Further d/s the channel reverts to being particularly featureless (Photo DSCN4498).  

 

 
Photo DSCN4498. Looking d/s at more characteristically (for this section of the Rede) 

featureless channel d/s of the riffles; the wind is sufficient to disguise any signs of flow. 

This deeper area, which includes the original Smoutel Ford location (NY 89988 90159), 

could potentially be modified to provide a habitat improvement and a crossing point, with 

minimal potential for a negative impact upon the currently degraded habitat. 
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Photo DSCN4505. At NY 89920 90040 another more substantial riffle provides more high 

quality juvenile salmonid habitat. While this location could provide another potential 

crossing point, the potential negative impacts upon habitat remain in what is, again, a 

valuable section.  

 
Photo DSCN4509. The LB in this section is well buffered and now supports a well-

established array of trees and vegetation, greatly enhancing the riparian habitat. The 

general flow diversity also improves for a short section. Grazing of the RB, however, 

degrades habitat there. Sheep trods along the LB bank are likely to be contributing to bank 

slumping, dissect the turf of the bank and reducing the protection and stability that root 

matrices ordinarily provide.  
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Photo DSCN4511. The RB buffer fence in this area (NY 89884 89988) has clearly not 

been maintained for some time. It should also be noted that the multi-strand fence would 

have never been effective for the exclusion of sheep. 

 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN4513. Two short sections of rare glide habitat were observed in this area, 

providing older parr and young juvenile salmonid habitat. Deposition of valuable coarse 

substrate on the RB is associated with the confluence of a small RB tributary.  
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Photo DSCN4514. The second area of glide habitat a short distance further d/s.  

 

 
Photo DSCN4516. Several piles of field stone (generated from cultivation of the land) 

were observed in this area (NY 89860 89694). With appropriate advice/supervision, these 

could potentially be introduced to the river channel to improve habitat, particularly in the 

featureless areas, being careful to avoid impacting negatively on the few higher quality 

areas. For one field d/s, the LB is unfenced and used for fodder production. Fencing would 

be beneficial as it is clearly grazed after the cut (note the limited species diversity along 

the bankside - far bank, right of shot). 
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Photo DSCN4524. Looking u/s. From NY 89829 89686 – NY 89494 88446 the RB is 

completely unfenced and riparian habitat is poor. The remains of two dead trees in the 

channel are a sad reminder that with grazing and the prevention of tree regeneration to 

replace natural wastage, unfenced areas will ultimately lose their trees. The LB also 

requires fencing (NY 89765 89433 - NY 89665 88663). 

 
Photo DSCN4529. At NY 89684 89112, a much wider riffle offers a potential location at 

which less intervention (and therefore less potential risk) would be required to create a 

crossing. However, the distance from the proposed site is similar to that of the poorer 

habitat potential crossing sites u/s, where there would be far less risk of negative impact 

through creating a crossing.    
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Photo DSCN4537. Two small RB tributaries that could, ordinarily, provide potential 

salmonid spawning and juvenile habitat are heavily degraded by livestock access, poaching 

of the banks and fine sediment input (NY 89600 88926 & NY 89664 88750). The track 

crossing is an additional issue, the impact of which would be greatly reduced by livestock 

exclusion to allow revegetation of the banks. 

 
Photo DSCN4544. From around the furthest u/s of the two small tributaries, in-channel 

habitat diversity and quality of the main river greatly improves and a livestock-excluded, 

wooded section of the LB d/s provides very high quality riparian habitat that is in stark 

contrast to much of the section walked. The impact of livestock on the RB opposite requires 

no further explanation.  
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Photo DSCN4552. From NY 89494 88446 - NY 89473 87814, the grazing pressure on the 

RB decreases somewhat, aided by the presence of a poorly maintained fence that prevents 

castle access and discourages sheep (sheep access remains an issue). The habitat of the 

LB around this area (NY 89580 88535 - NY 89558 88344) also suffers from sheep access 

but in-channel habitat quality remains high otherwise.  

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN4569. The LB further d/s is well buffered for the remainder of the walkover, 

being buffer strip or woodland.  
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Photo DSCN4580. The reminder of the RB (NY 89473 87814 - NY 90127 87425) appears 

to be protected by a cattle-proof electric fence. This should be sufficient to protect the 

riparian habitat, providing that sheep are not also grazed in that section.  

 

 

4.0 Recommendations /summary 

For the majority of the river section that was walked u/s of the proposed 

ford crossing, there is a significant lack of flow diversity and shallow riffle 

habitat. As such, there is a corresponding lack of high quality habitat for 

rheophilic invertebrates and salmonids (particularly fry and parr).  

Salmon (Salmo salar) are in significant decline nationally and are an 

important native species to the UK. Salmonid parr (salmon and trout) are 

also a vital host in the freshwater pearl mussel life cycle, adding even 

greater importance to the preservation and reinstatement of high quality, 

natural river habitat that will ensure the conservation of all of those species. 

It is vital that the scarce areas of existing higher quality juvenile salmonid 

habitat in this section of the River Rede are afforded all possible protection, 

especially in light of their scarcity in this river system. Moreover, any 

opportunity to reinstate some of the lost and now severally lacking habitat 

should be seized. 

Installing the new bridleway ford crossing at an existing area of shallow, 

high quality habitat may at face value appear to be the simple solution, but 

it carries a risk of degrading that higher quality habitat. The proposed 

location is one of only c.10 areas of shallower water habitat (including one 
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extended section) within the entire ~4km of river channel between the 

bridge near Otterburn and the proposed crossing location. As a 

consequence, the potential for a negative impact upon the overall habitat 

quality of the reach is high. This is all the more pertinent owing to the poor 

current suitability of the proposed crossing location for fording. The current 

state of that site exists as a result of the natural riverine processes in action 

there. It therefore stands to reason that the character of that site cannot 

be altered significantly without impacting upon those natural processes and 

the habitats they currently support. Conversely, enhancing an alternative, 

currently degraded site, to create a bespoke riffle/crossing feature would 

avoid these issues and represent a net increase in the availability of higher 

quality habitat in this section of river.  

That being the case, even if the design, installation and/or subsequent use 

of the ford has some negative impacts upon utilisation of that area by the 

native species of the river, it would be offset by any corresponding 

improvements there. If at all possible, the new ford crossing should be 

designed and located to also provide the maximum channel restoration and 

habitat gains to the river. 

Livestock access to the river banks is also degrading the habitat of the reach 

and preventing the natural regeneration of trees and diverse vegetation. 

The lack of trees in tune, creates a paucity of vital woody material being 

input to the channel. Fencing and tree planting, along with increasing the 

availability of structure and flow diversity within the channel would 

therefore also be beneficial.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4.1 Fencing and land management 

Observation 
Photo  

(If required) 

Priority 

(1-3) 
Location Proposed action 

Currently stock-

proof fence (RB). 

 

3 

 

NY 88840 92655 

–  

NY 89183 92212 

The fence should be maintained in a 

stock-proof state.  

Failed buffer fence 

- livestock access 

to the watercourse 

(LB). 

2 
NY 88840 92655 

– 

NY 89030 92629 

Install buffer fence. 

Livestock access to 

the watercourse 

(LB). 

 

2 

NY 89148 92573 

–  

NY 89370 92234 

Install buffer fence. 

Unmaintained 

buffer fence - 

livestock access to 

the watercourse 

(RB). 
 

2 

NY 89183 92212 

–  

NY 89529 91703 

Maintain buffer fence in a stock-proof 

(sheep-proof) state. 



 

1 

Failed buffer fence 

- livestock access 

to the watercourse 

(LB). 

 

2 

NY 89370 92234 

- 

 NY 89491 91873 

Install new buffer fence. 

Major gap in buffer 

fence (potentially 

a major 

contribution to the 

livestock within 

the RB buffer). 
 

1 NY 89385 91880 Reinstate buffer fence. 

Currently stock-

proof fence (LB). 

 

3 

NY 89529 91703 

–  

NY 89544 91716 

The fence should continue to be 

maintained in a stock-proof state. 

Failed buffer fence 

- livestock access 

to the watercourse 

(LB). 

 

2 

NY 89544 91716 

–  

NY 89802 91298 

Install new buffer fence. 



 

2 

Currently stock-

proof fence (RB). 

 

3 
NY 89544 91716 

–  

NY 89588 91376 

The fence should be maintained in a 

stock-proof state. 

Inappropriate 

buffer fence 

type/lack of 

maintenance (RB).  

 

2 

NY 89588 91376 

–  

NY 90333 90599 

As a bare minimum, regularly maintain 

plain strand fencing. Ideally, plain strand 

fencing would not be used for sheep as it 

is very hard to maintain in a sheep-proof 

state and so should be replaced.   

Failed buffer fence 

- livestock access 

to the watercourse 

(LB). 

 

2 

NY 89802 91298 

–  

NY 90073 91223 

Reinstate buffer fence. 

Livestock 

(particularly cattle) 

access to the 

watercourse and 

major bank 

erosion (LB). 
 

1 

NY 90073 91223 

–  

NY 90368 91099 

Install new buffer fence. 



 

3 

Livestock access to 

the watercourse 

and major bank 

erosion (LB). 

 

2 

NY 90368 91099 

–  

NY 90498 90766 

Install new buffer fence. 

Currently stock-

proof fence (LB). 

 

3 

NY 90498 90766 

–  

NY 89860 89694 

The fence should be maintained in a 

stock-proof state. 

Failed buffer fence 

- livestock access 

to the watercourse 

(LB). 

2 

NY 90333 90599 

–  

NY 89829 89686 

Reinstate buffer fence. 

Livestock access to 

the watercourse 

(RB). 

 

2 
NY 89829 89686 

–  

NY 89494 88446 

Install new buffer fence. 

Livestock access to 

the watercourse 

(LB). 

2 
NY 89765 89433 

–  

NY 89665 88663 

Install new buffer fence. 

Tributaries that 

would greatly 

benefit from 

fencing (RB). 

 

2 
NY 89600 88926 

& 

NY 89664 88750 

Install new buffer fence. 



 

4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 Other issues 

Livestock access to 

the watercourse 

(RB). 

 

2 

NY 89494 88446 

–  

NY 89473 87814 

Install new buffer fence. 

Livestock access to 

the watercourse 

(LB). 

2 

NY 89580 88535 

–  

NY 89558 88344 

Reinstate buffer fence. 

Currently cattle-

proof fence (RB). 

 

3 

NY 89473 87814 

–  

NY 90127 87425 

Maintain fence. Install sheep-proof fence 

if sheep are grazed in the area.  

Observation 
Photo  

(If required) 

Priority 

(1-3) 
Location Proposed action 

Elodea and 

Potamogeton 

observed. 

 

2 
Around  

NY 89547 91637 

Ideally, these plants would be eradicated 

from the river. Channel restoration could 

reduce or even solve the issue in many 

places by creating more natural, upland 

river conditions.  



 

5 

Potentially more 

suitable crossing 

point. 

 

2 
NY 90139 91140 

 

Potential for the creation of a bespoke 

bed feature/crossing (with minimal 

impact upon habitat quality). 

Potentially more 

suitable crossing 

point. 

 

1 NY 90411 91027 

Potential for the creation of a bespoke 

bed feature/crossing (with minimal 

impact upon habitat quality). 

Potentially more 

suitable crossing 

point. 

 

3 NY 90442 90734 

Potential for the creation of a bespoke 

bed feature/crossing (with minimal 

impact upon habitat quality). 

Potential location 

for crossing point 

(around the old 

Smoutel Ford), 

with minimal risk 

of habitat 

degradation.  

2 
Around  

NY 89988 90159 

Potential for bespoke bed feature / 

crossing (with minimal impact upon 

habitat quality). 



 

6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Several large piles 

of stones (cobble 

size) on the LB. 

 

2 NY 89860 89694 

The stones could be utilised to improve 

in-channel habitat diversity/install coarse 

substrate features, like the footings for a 

bed feature.  



5.0 Making it Happen 

This type of walkover assessment is designed to identify the range and 

location of issues impacting upon selected underperforming watercourses. 

The accompanying report highlights potential solutions to the issues 

encountered and provide the supporting evidence for future projects and 

funding bids.  

The WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in video and PDF 

format on habitat management and improvement: 

www.wildtrout.org/content/wtt-publications 

We have also produced a 70 minute DVD called ‘Rivers: Working for Wild 

Trout’ which graphically illustrates the challenges of managing river habitat 

for wild trout, with examples of good and poor habitat and practical 

demonstrations of habitat improvement. Additional sections of film cover 

key topics in greater depth, such as woody debris, enhancing fish stocks 

and managing invasive species.  

The DVD is available to buy for £10.00 from our website shop 

www.wildtrout.org/product/rivers-working-wild-trout-dvd-0 or by calling 

the WTT office on 02392 570985. 

 

6.0 Disclaimer 

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any 

loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any 

other person, company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting 

upon guidance made in this report. 

http://www.wildtrout.org/content/wtt-publications
http://www.wildtrout.org/product/rivers-working-wild-trout-dvd-0

